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ABSTRACT
The relative motions of two or more neutral particles, subject to optical trapping forces within a beam, are influenced by
intrinsic inter-particle forces. The fundamental character of such forces is well-known and usually derives from
dispersion interactions. However, the throughput of moderately intense (off-resonant) laser light can significantly
modify the form and magnitude of these intrinsic forces. This optical binding effect is distinct from the optomechanical
interactions involved in optical tweezers, and corresponds to a stimulated (pairwise) forward-scattering mechanism. In
recent years, attention has begun to focus on optical binding effects at sub-micron and molecular dimensions. At this
nanoscale, further manipulation of the interparticle forces is conceivable on the promotion of optically bound molecules
to an electronic excited state. It is determined that such excitation may influence the intrinsic dispersion interaction
without continued throughput of the laser beam, i.e. independent of any optical binding. Nevertheless, the forwardscattering mechanism is also affected by the initial excitation, so that both the optical binding and dispersion forces can
be manipulated on input of the electromagnetic radiation. In addition, the rate of initial excitation of either molecule (or
any energy transfer between them) may be influenced by an off-resonant input beam which, thus, acts as an additional
factor in the modification of the interparticle force. A possible experimental set-up is proposed to enable the
measurement of such changes in the interparticle coupling.
Keywords: optical binding, dispersion forces, optical manipulation, excited states, interparticle interactions, near field,
nanophotonics, quantum electrodynamics

1. INTRODUCTION
Many fundamental optical forces that originate in particle couplings fundamentally rely on virtual photons to mediate the
electromagnetic coupling. A well-known example is the dispersion interaction that operates between electrically neutral,
non-polar particles.1-6 On irradiating any such interacting particle pair with a throughput laser beam, the phenomenon of
optical binding may, however, override the intrinsic dispersion interaction. This all-optical process entails the pairwise
elastic forward-scattering of a passive (off-resonant laser) beam, without any net absorption or stimulated emission,
leading to a modification to the dispersion interaction. This phenomenon has increasingly been advocated as a tool for
the optical manipulation and configuration of particles,7-16 and optically induced arrays have been observed
experimentally.17,18 In conventional studies, all such particles are in their ground state. To broaden the scope, we now
report the results of an analysis of optical binding removing this restriction, built on the premise that certain particles are
optically excited. This proves to enable the engineering of a change in magnitude in the optical binding force.
Excitation of the particles is achieved by direct absorption of a suitably resonant laser beam, or resonance energy transfer
between particles. Starting with a focus on conventional optical interactions, a quantum formulation corresponding to
optical binding and the dispersion interaction is presented for nanoscale application. We then address the situation in
which either or both nanoparticles, in each pair that undergo optical binding, are electronically excited. An analysis of
how the required resonant absorption or resonant energy transfer may also be affected by the off-resonant laser beam is
then given. A discussion section then concludes the paper.

2. CONVENTIONAL OPTICAL FORCES
2.1 Optical binding
To adequately represent all the quantum features of an optical binding mechanism, the Power-Zienau-Woolley approach
is employed.19 Using this framework, the multipolar Hamiltonian, H, for a pair of nanoparticles A and B is given by;
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where H part is the Hamiltonian for nanoparticle  and H rad denotes the energy operator for the radiation field. The
Hamiltonian H int represents the interaction of the field with  and, within the electric dipole approximation, is given by
the following;
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with ( ) and R  as the electric-dipole moment operator and the position vector, respectively. The operator d (R )
represents the transverse electric displacement field of the radiation. General results for the optical binding forces
between a pair of neutral nanoparticles A and B can be determined from an expression for the distance-dependent energy
shift, ΔE , which in turn is obtained by the application of fourth-order perturbation theory;
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where i is the unperturbed system state in which both A and B are in their individual electronic ground states; r , s
and t are virtual system states, and En is the energy of state n . The system states can be written in the form;
n  part n rad n  part n ;rad n

,
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with part n and rad n defining the status of all nanoparticle and radiation states, respectively. The laser-induced
interaction entails the absorption of a ‘real’ (laser throughput) photon at one nanoparticle and the stimulated emission of
a ‘real’ photon at the other, with a virtual photon acting as mediator between them; this results in elastic forwardscattering of the passive beam as shown by figure 1. The nanoparticles and the throughput radiation suffer no overall
change in quantum state. Using the implied summation convention for repeated Cartesian tensor subscript indices, as
shown previously, the short-range result for ΔE emerges as;7
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where I is the intensity of the passive beam, cq    and e( ) are (respectively) the energy per photon and polarization
of the input beam, ij00    represents the static polarizability tensor at circular optical frequency , and Vjk signifies the
electric dipole-electric dipole interaction tensor, whose components are strongly dependent on the direction and
magnitude of the intermolecular displacement vector: details are given elsewhere.20,21 The optical force is determined
from equation (5) via F  E R , from which the magnitude of the optical binding force, in the short-range
(nanoscale) region, is found to be dominated by a term with R-4 distance dependence.
m

Figure 1. Feynman diagram for optical binding, the two vertical lines denote molecules (A on the left and B the right), the wavy lines
photons: (a) conventional binding, where the two particles begin and end in their ground state; (b)-(d) alternative configurations where
either (or both) particles are excited (states denoted by  and ) giving a different optical binding force to the conventional case.

2.2 Dispersion interaction
In the quantum formulation, dispersion interactions entail two virtual photons that again produce four particle-photon
couplings. Derived from which the following general expression is ascertained, in the short-range region;3
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where i is a transition dipole moment, and Es 0  Es  E0 etc.; moreover, s and t are intermediate virtual states of
nanoparticles A and B, respectively. On applying an isotropic average to equation (6) the London formula arises, i.e.;
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The energy differences EsA0 and EtB0 always produce positive values, invariably creating a negative quantity for the result
of equation Error! Reference source not found.. From the relation between force and potential energy, this physically
corresponds to an attractive interaction.

3. MODIFYING OPTICAL BINDING
In the previous analysis, the optical binding theory was based on the standard assumption that both nanoparticles are in
their ground state. In this section the investigation turns to cases where either (or both) nanoparticles are excited, via
direct photo-excitation or resonance energy transfer. Let us suppose that the dispersion interaction is negligible
compared to the optical binding; although it is interesting that, in certain circumstances, the denominator of equation (7)
may be negative if either nanoparticle is excited – denoting that the dispersion force is not always attractive under such
conditions.22 Unlike Section 2, where optical binding operates in isolation, we now consider the phenomenon in the
context of resonant absorption or resonance energy transfer. The observables for these phenomena remain independent
and do not – indeed cannot – together forge a new mechanism. First, we compare the optical binding potential when A is
excited, with the conventional case, so that;
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which follows from equation (5), and the explicit form of the generalized polarizability tensor is given by;
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where n denotes  in either a ground or excited state (i.e.  or ), depending on the particle to which the formula is
applied. If the input photon is chosen so that a factor   E 0   is very small, but outside of the resonance absorption
range, and a two-level system is employed (which means that s corresponds to either a ground or excited state), equation
(8) becomes;
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Here, E 0  E 0 and only the leading term – which greatly dominates all the others – is shown. Inserting the short-range
form of the V tensor into equation (10), we obtain the result;
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If the excitation is then transferred from A to B, via a resonance energy transfer step, the change in optical binding
potential is given as;
E  0,    E  ,0   0 ,

under the constraints that have been applied; in general the result will be non-zero.

(12)

Figure 2. Representation of optical binding for: (a) A and B both in their ground states (unfilled circles), (b) A in an excited state (filled
circle) with B remaining unexcited, and (c) A unexcited and B excited. The successive states are achievable via the sequential optical
process, shown horizontally across the diagram, of one-photon absorption (first block arrow) followed by resonance energy transfer
(second block arrow). The black arrows on the nanoparticles denote changes in the optical binding force; the rate of absorption and
energy transfer may also be modified by the presence of the off-resonant beam (not shown).

Figure 2 visually illustrates, and serves to reinforce the physical import of the above calculations; it shows optical
binding between two nanoparticles. The depiction of the pair on the left involves both nanoparticles in their ground
state. Moving across the diagram, A is excited through one-photon absorption (RET from a nearby non-interacting
particle is also a plausible source) – enabling the possibility that the pair potential may be modified as determined earlier.
A process of resonance energy transfer between the pair is then represented on the diagram as we move to the right-hand
side. In the presence of this off-resonant beam the rate of both resonant absorption and resonance energy transfer may be
modified; this subject is briefly outlined in the following Section.

3. LASER-ASSISTED ABSORPTION AND ENERGY TRANSFER
3.1 Laser-modified light absorption
In addition to optical binding, passive laser control may also enable higher-order effects to occur, based on the
accommodation of other fundamental photonic processes. This can, for example, be achieved by engagement of the
off-resonant beam, resulting in nonlinear interactions. We first examine these effects in application to resonant photon
absorption; the mechanism is shown in Fig. 3(a). It is considered self-evident that photon absorption of light by
nanoparticles occurs through individual photons of an appropriate wavelength resonantly interacting with the individual
particles. A corollary to this premise is that photons of a wavelength outside the range that the particle directly absorbs
generally play no part in the absorption of other, suitably resonant photons. The possibility of this higher-order effect
proves that this conjecture is not totally correct, since the input of a passive beam of sufficient intensity may alter the rate
of photon absorption. The full detail of this process is described in ongoing work and is of a similar nature to that which
may operate in molecular fluorescence, as we have shown in other recent work.23-25
3.2 Laser-assisted resonance energy transfer
In the case of RET, an off-resonant laser beam may also enhance (or diminish) the process through a conferred optical
response known as laser-assisted resonance energy transfer.26 This again involves elastic forward-scattering of the
passive beam, in an optically catalytic sense without any net absorption or stimulated emission – as illustrated by Fig.
3(b). Despite the apparent similarity to the mechanism for optical binding, this interaction is subtly dissimilar since the
initial and final system states now differ: the excitation initially on particle A moves to particle B. Having the ability to
exert optical control over the migration of energy provides a possible basis for all-optical switching in an adapted form of
laser-assisted energy transfer, where the spontaneous process is completely disabled. 27-30 This can be achieved by
0 A
0 B
engineering conditions of transition moment orthogonality,     R     , which results in spontaneous energy
transfer being excluded by geometry. Alternatively, spontaneous transfer may be inhibited when the electronic transition
in either the donor or acceptor is one-photon forbidden, but two-photon allowed. In either case, switching action induced
by the transport of energy is activated only when the passive beam is ‘on’. The parallel-processing capability of such a

device introduces a variety of applications. For example, it indicates that pixel-based images, written by donor
excitation, might be controllably transferred with high fidelity to an acceptor film. Such a device offers a potential for
data buffer and other optical informatics operations.30

Figure 3. Feynman diagram for (a) laser-modified light absorption and (b) laser-assisted resonance energy transfer. As figure 1,
except that the grey wavy line (lower left) denotes an absorbing photon from a resonant beam, rather than the passive laser.

4. DISCUSSION
Our research has shown that on excitation of either interacting particle, a significant change in the potential energy of
optical binding is possible. This contrasts with conventional optical binding, where both particles are normally in their
ground state. Detailed calculations, based on the equations presented here and assuming typical values for the material
parameters, show that the intensity regime of the input laser needs to be only around 1010 – 1012 W cm-2 for practical
observation of a change in optical force. Such levels of irradiance are well within the range of current pulsed laser
systems.
It is not hard to devise experimental set-ups to pursue investigations of these effects. The surface functionalization of
nanoparticles such as carbon nanotubes might be one way to produce particles readily suited for optical excitation at an
amenable wavelength. In an array of such nanoparticles, conventionally optically bound by an off-resonant laser beam,
pulses of the resonant wavelength light from a secondary laser source will enable a proportion of the particles to be
electronically excited. The ensuing changes in local potential energy of interaction with neighboring particles should
then be manifest in a local rearrangement of the array structure that will be easily detected.
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